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version of AutoCAD includes
support for drawing in 6D
and 2D. If you are looking

for old versions of
xforce.exe, this site or the

application may or may Aug
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“Laravel Mix” to compile
and bundle ReactJs projects.
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time to create and build
ReactJs applications, by

using a simpler and more
flexible solution. Before

starting, you need to install
the key dependencies of

Laravel Mix. yarn add --dev
react-scripts-ts Laravel Mix

The Mix is a tool for the
compilation of webpack
bundles. Mix provides an

“all in one” solution to the
compilation and bundling of

your front-end files. It
leverages webpack-stream
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to handle the input/output
of the compilation. Webpack

provides a standardized
“setup” for this compilation.

Mix takes the generated
webpack configuration, plus
your bootstrap and plugins,

and ensures that all
necessary files are present

and configured in a way that
maximizes cross-browser

compatibility. You no longer
have to build everything

from scratch. Mix enables
you to use the same
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webpack configuration that
is already being used on

your server when
developing your project.

Laravel Mix Examples This
tutorial will explain how to

use “Laravel Mix” to compile
and bundle ReactJs projects.

1. Create a new Laravel
project Start with a fresh

Laravel application. For this
tutorial, I will use VueJs, but
this can be easily adapted

to any other framework. npx
laravel new laravel --auth
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public cd laravel 2. Install
the dependencies Install

some dependencies: yarn
add --dev npm install

@types/node @types/lodash
bluebird webpack webpack-

stream babel-loader 3.
Create our mix.js file The

following is the mix.js file we
will use to compile our

ReactJs application. const
path = require('path'); const
{ mix } = require('laravel-

mix');
mix.js('./app/build/js/app.js',
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'public/js/main.js'); It is very
important that we add a

default export:
mix.js('resources/js/app.js',
'public/js/app.js'); All of our
files must be loaded for the

webpack to work. This
ensures that your files do

not end up in a broken state
if you accidentally delete
one of your build files. 4.

Create an app.js file As we
will learn in the next

tutorial, the app.js is used to
import all our ReactJs
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components in the project.
//./resources/js/app.js export
default { main: './main.js' };

5. Create a main.js file In
the main.js file, we will

explain how to import all our
ReactJs components.
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